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Abstract    A staggering number of individuals use social media platforms nowadays, which 
encompass a wide range of media. It is estimated that Twitter has 330 million monthly active 
users. Twitter is a social networking site where users may express their ideas and opinions on 
a variety of situations happening around the world, it may share information about the 
economy, stocks, important information about business, politics etc. With millions of users 
actively using it, it is one of the most widely used social networking sites worldwide. It is one 
of the fastest methods of information transfer. Can be said as one of the quickest ways to deliver 
information. A Twitter account that has been programmed to carry out social media tasks 
automatically by scheduling tweets is known as a Twitter bot. This found that a growing 
number of problematic bot accounts are disinformation, comedy, and promote unverified 
material, which can negatively affect several concerns. It may alter user confidence, public 
perceptions of a problem, or even the social order. Thus, it is mandatory to know that tweets 
are made by real humans or bots. For the implementation of our project, we have used different 
machine learning algorithms like KNN, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree Classifier, 
Random Forest. We will be training the dataset with these algorithms. As a result, we 
concluded Random Forest is the best algorithm which has highest accuracy among all the 
others.  Random Forest machine learning technique is ultimately chosen because it can avoid 
most overfitting and produce a generalized model that can be used accurately right after 
training. The flask server was utilized to connect our model to the web content. Our analysis 
of our framework's results shows that we can reasonably determine if a user is a person or a 
bot. 
Keywords Bot detection, Decision Tree Classifier, Gaussian Naïve Baye, KNN, Random 
Forest, Twitter Bot. 
  
1 Introduction 
Twitter, created by Jack Dorsey in 2006, is a social media platform experiencing rapid growth. 
Individuals can transmit brief messages referred to as tweets, with a character limit of 140., 
resulting in an average of 500 million daily tweets. A hashtag (#) is used to track and follow 
specific subjects, with popular hashtags referred to as trending topics. Twitter connections 
work both ways. Individuals can send tweets immediately to those who follow them. By 
retweeting, content can be shared with a larger audience. Users from diverse backgrounds 
utilize Twitter for various purposes. On average, approximately 6,000 tweets are posted every 
second, resulting in approximately 360,000 tweets per minute. 
                       Twitter is facing a concerning problem of an increasing number of fake or 
automated accounts, commonly known as "bot" accounts. These accounts either spread harmful 
content or are utilized to 
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 amplify the visibility of legitimate accounts. The Twitter API facilitates the creation of these 
bots, which can be generated within seconds. The excessive volume of tweets produced by 
these bots can manipulate trending topics on the platform. For example If an account is found 
to predominantly retweet rather than create original tweets, has a low number of followers 
despite posting frequently, lacks a profile picture and biography, and shares identical tweet 
content with another user simultaneously, it may indicate that the account is fake or automated. 
According to research carried out by the University of Southern California and Indiana 
University, approximately 15% of Twitter accounts that are active are bots. In 2019, Twitter 
suspended around 26,000 accounts, which accounts for less than 1% of the total number of 
active users on the platform, estimated to be around 300 million. The malicious objectives of 
Twitter bots include: 1) spreading false information and rumors, 2) damaging someone's 
reputation, 3) generating fake conversations to steal credentials, 4) leading users to fraudulent 
websites, and 5) influencing the popularity of individuals or groups by manipulating their 
opinions. Netflix bot is a Twitter account that shares updates regarding new shows and content 
available on Netflix. @HundredZeros is another Twitterbot that tweets out links to freely 
accessible eBooks on Amazon. Twitter does not implement a "captcha" during the account 
creation process, making it easy for an automated system to generate a large number of bots 
that can then be run through the available Twitter Dataset. Various characteristics, such as the 
followers count, friends, location, user name, verification status, liked , id, bio, URL, and listed 
count, are used to extract features for detecting bots. The Spearman correlation coefficient is 
applied during feature extraction. The process of collecting data is adjusted or optimized to 
effectively detect bots. Various techniques have been employed, including DT, Naive Bayes, 
Random Forest, KNN, Bag of Words. As per a study, the Random Forest algorithm provides 
the highest accuracy, which is 90%, compared to the Gaussian Naive Bayes algorithm with 
83% accuracy, and the KNN algorithm with 70% accuracy. The Decision Tree algorithm also 
has a 78% accuracy. 

 
Fig-1-Number of Twitter users worldwide from 2019 to 2024(in millions) 

2 RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND  
Various methods have been utilized by people worldwide to detect bots on Twitter [1]. This 
research aims to explore diverse techniques for identifying, analyzing, and categorizing bots 
while also determining the extent to which bots utilize hashtags [6]. The dataset created was 
subjected to pre-processing, and fake accounts were identified using machine learning 
algorithms. Most bot detection techniques rely on supervised machine learning, which 
necessitates the use of manually labeled data [7]. This research employs publicly available 
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datasets to train the classifier model. To identify bots, various features have been utilized, such 
as username length, reposting frequency, temporal patterns, sentiment expression, follower-to-
friend ratio, and message variability [8]. 
                Our investigation into methodologies has revealed that there are primarily two 
approaches: one based on language modeling and the other on account attributes [3]. This 
strategy is based on the presumption that bot accounts would vary from human accounts in 
several keyways. Overall, these studies demonstrate the effectiveness of machine learning 
algorithms in detecting bots on Twitter.[11] They also highlight the importance of considering 
factors such as account behavior, language use, and content topics in identifying bot accounts. 
KNN: 
                 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a machine learning technique used for regression and 
categorization tasks that relies on the proximity of new data points to existing ones in the 
training set. This method is commonly used for Twitter bot detection. However, using KNN 
for this purpose can have disadvantages such as being computationally expensive and not being 
able to handle noisy data, which can lead to inaccurate results with low accuracy. 
Gaussian Naive Bayes: 
Gaussian Naive Bayes is used for categorization exercises that assumes the features are 
normally distributed and independent of each other, which makes it appropriate for continuous 
data. It determines the conditional probability of each class based on the input features and 
selects the highest probability class. This algorithm often used for Twitter bot detection, but it 
can have limitations in this context, such as being prone to overfitting and not being able to 
capture intricate relationships between features. Consequently, its accuracy may be limited in 
some scenarios. 
Decision Tree: 
                                 It is a popular algorithm mainly used to build a model by repeatedly 
dividing the data into smaller subsets based on the most significant feature at each node, 
eventually leading to a leaf node that represents a decision or classification. This method is 
commonly used for Twitter bot detection, where it recursively splits the data based on 
informative features until it can assign a class label to the sample. Decision trees can handle 
both categorical and numerical data and can also identify important features for classification. 
However, decision trees are prone to overfitting and may not generalize well to new data, so 
ensemble methods like Random Forest are often preferred for Twitter bot detection tasks. 
Random Forest: 
                             Random Forest is machine learning algorithm that can be used for regression 
tasks and classification tasks. Random Forest is well-suited for handling high-dimensional and 
noisy data, as well as interactions between features. Due to its robustness, it has become a 
popular choice for Twitter bot detection. By identifying important features for classification, 
Random Forest can aid in interpreting the results. 
                    In Twitter bot detection tasks, Random Forest algorithm is known for achieving 
higher accuracy than other popular algorithms such as KNN, Decision Tree, and Gaussian 
Naive Bayes. This is due to its ability to construct many decision trees on random data subsets, 
which mitigates overfitting and enhances generalization. Moreover, Random Forest is well-
suited for handling high-dimensional data and feature interactions, which makes it a robust 
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algorithm in this context. Consequently, Random Forest is typically favored over other 
algorithms for its capability to achieve high accuracy in bot detection tasks. 

 
Fig2-accuracy scores of different algorithms 

3 METHODOLOGY: 
3.1 Data collection and pre-processing: To develop a Twitter bot classification model, we need 
to obtain Twitter account data for both authentic and bot accounts, as well as information such 
as friends_count, followers_count, and account creation date. Before preprocessing the data 
using Spearman correlation, we must first identify the relation between the accounts from the 
dataset. 
3.2 Feature Extraction: Afterward, various features, including follower and friend count, 
location, screen name, verification status, URL, and listed count, will be extracted from the 
dataset. 
3.3 Model Building: To construct the bot detection model, we will employ the dataset with all 
the algorithms like Random Forest, Naive Bayes, KNN, and Decision Trees. We will also be 
assessed to compare the performance of those all algorithms . 
3.4 Model Evaluation: We will evaluate the performance of the Random Forest model using 
metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. The findings will be contrasted with the 
outcomes of other machine learning algorithms examined. 
3.5 Real-Time Implementation: Finally, we will integrate the Random Forest model into a web 
application to enable real-time detection of Twitter bots. 
4 PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
      To construct the model, we initially train our dataset using various mentioned algorithms 
for determining the best-suited among them for our needs. We experimented with KNN, 
Random Forest, Naive Bayes, and Decision Tree Classifier to identify the most effective 
algorithm. We trained our dataset using four different algorithms: KNN, Random Forest, Naïve 
Bayes, and Decision Tree Classifier. We pre-processed the dataset before supplying it to these 
algorithms. Then, we decided which algorithm was the most effective to use as the basis for 
our system. Based on our investigation, we discovered that the random forest method, which 
is a collection of decision trees, was the most accurate and effective algorithm. Usually, it offers 
better accuracy than a standard decision tree.The dataset included a set of 16 attributes, which 
were of different types, such as binary, numerical, and descriptive. 1) id 2) id_str 3) Screen 
name 4) Location 5) Description 6) Url 7) Follower’s count 8) Friends count 9) Listed count 
10) Created at 11) Favorites count 12) Verified 13) Statuses count 14) Lang 15) Status 16) 
Default profile 
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            Among the 16 attributes in the dataset, user_name, name, bio, rank, listed_count and 
verified are binary attributes, while the remaining attributes are numerical values. To convert 
the non-binary attributes into binary-valued, a comparison was made with certain words. The 
analysis revealed that there are certain words that frequently appear in the descriptive fields of 
bot accounts, such as bot, cannabis, tweet me, mishear, XXX, sex, chick, prison, follow me, 
virus, jack, etc. Hence, the above words are found in the bio of the users account profile or the 
tweets he make or receive, it is considered as a bot account. The classification of bot or genuine 
account was done using various attributes such as friends count, followers count, and listed 
count. The dataset was parted into 80% for train dataset and 20% for test the model. The 
analysis revealed that the most crucial attribute among the nine attributes used was the 'verified' 
attribute. The model's predictions were heavily influenced by the "verified" attribute, as most 
accounts predicted as bots had "FALSE" in the verified attribute. However, accounts with 
"FALSE verified" do not necessarily mean they are bots, and the opposite is also true. 
Additionally, the model was able to identify many non-popular bot accounts, as these types of 
accounts often try to stay hidden. Overall, the Random Forest algorithm was effective in 
accurately predicting whether an account was a bot or genuine. 

 
Fig3-Architecture Diagram 

 
Fig4-DataFlow Diagram 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 
The project involved implementing machine learning algorithms in Jupyter Notebook. The 
necessary libraries were imported, and the bot and non-bot categories were defined as 1 and 0, 
respectively. User account details such as ID, screen name, status, profile pic, friends count, 
listed count, favourites, etc., were used as attributes, and ID and screen name were converted 
to binary format. Pearson correlation matrix was used to identify related attributes as in Fig5, 
Fig 6 
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Fig5-pearson Correlation Matrix 

 
Fig6-related attributes 

and clustered graphs were plotted for user attributes such as friends count, followers count, 
favorites, and listed count as in Fig7.  

 
 

Fig7-graph of attributes like follwers_count,listed_count,friends_count of  bot an nonbot 
The dataset was trained using KNN, Gaussian, Random Forest, and Decision Tree, with 
Random Forest having the highest accuracy as shown in Fig8.    

 
Fig8-graphs of KNN,RandmForest,GaussianNB ROC and AUC 

           The next step involved using an algorithm with a bag of words, where IDs were 
converted to int from binary using lambda function. Bag of words were collected through 
research for bot detection, and the results were analyzed using different criteria such as the 
presence of similar words in profile or description, account verification, listed count, and 
friends count. The accuracy scores were displayed in Fig 9.  
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Fig9-Displays the result of the model accuracy and different scores. 

A web application was developed for easy usage, where users could provide the required 
inputs, and the model would analyze them and display the results as shown in Fig10, Fig 11and 
Fig 12. 

 
Fig10-Login Page 

 
Fig11-Input Page 

 
Fig12-Result Page 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The extensive usage of social media has led to problems including the transmission of harmful 
material, the spread of incorrect information, and the use of phoney followers for popularity. 
These problems are frequently linked to using automated or bot accounts. The end goal of our 
project was to develop a system that could identify whether a Twitter account was a bot or not. 
Through our system development and machine learning evaluation process, we have drawn 
several conclusions. We have successfully developed a bot detection system using machine 
learning with the random forest classifier. To achieve this, we designed and implemented a 
system that takes an account's username, ID, status, verification, listed count, and number of 
followers as input from the user account and classifies it as either a human user or a bot. The 
Random Forest classification algorithm was used to build the model, which achieved an 
accuracy rate of 95%. We also added a bag of words that included typical and inappropriate 
words used by bots to improve accuracy, resulting in a 95% accuracy rate. Our random forest 
algorithm is effective as it can be used for both text-based and image classification. For the 
future conclusion we need to developed few more models and with using some other features 
which helps to find the bot in more précised and accurate way. 
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